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Guide to Scoring (last updated Spet 2014, in line with spreadsheet v16)

By Oliver Coleman (BUSLCA Web Officer 2007-2015)

Equipment Required









Two people ideally. Can be done with one, though more mistakes are made.
Computer with MS Excel 2007 or later installed.
A computer mouse that is an actual mouse not just a touch pad. Touch pads can
make scoring harder work.
Pen
Stapler
2/3 copies of the draw
Copy of the SERCs mark sheets, diagrams, description of casualties and weightings
A calculator

Prior to competition (Competition Organiser jobs)
1. Load up the BULSCA spreadsheet sent to you by the Web Officer
2. Check the weighting on the Set Up page are correct
3. Arrange for a communication method for your scorers to relay information to your
event manager or the SERC managers for queries

During the set up for your competition(Comp Organiser jobs)
1. Ensure all IT is set up for them
2. Make sure all equipment is ready and working, macros enabled.
3. Make sure area is away from competitors but accessible. It can be nice for the
scorers if they can see the competition from their location
4. Make sure the scoring area is well ventilated
5. The area should NOT be on poolside/balcony as this can be very warm/noisy and
make it difficult for the scorers to concentrate
6. There should not be a breeze as this may blow the paperwork about

Scoring the Competition
Common errors:
 Macros not enabled
 At no point do you need to unprotect any sheets.
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1. Familiarise yourself with the surrounding you are working in:
a. Toilets
b. How to contact key people
c. Assign in your pair the role of Paper or Computer for this first Section
2. When Isolation is Closed
a. Open the Scorers SERC packet
b. On the top of the SERC sheet enter the number of judges and columns
needed for each one. This will set up the spreadsheet for you. You can click
the minus sign on the right to hide the set up box
c. Type all the relevant weightings into the spreadsheet
d. Try to include as much detail as possible as this helps clubs to give an
effective de-brief, i.e. rather than Casualty A, it would be better to write
Bleeding Head, Non-Swimmer, Asthmatic, etc.
e. Find out from the event organiser or from isolation which teams are not
counting and indicate this on the Set Up Page. Also deleted the text for any
not competing. Do not delete the row just the contents of the cell.
(This can be done later if the information is not available straight away)
3. Do not panic if you start receiving Scores before number 2 is completed. File them,
and deal with them later, you will catch up.
4. On receiving a set of scores (You may wish to turn off calculation to speed up the
spreadsheet on some laptops, remember this must be turned back on for the result
to be correct):
a. Order the score sheets in the order of the Judges i.e. 1 to 6 (You can get the
runner to do this for you. It saves a lot of time, but ask nicely and explain
why)
b. Look on the spreadsheet as to which number that team has been assigned
(number between 1and 40, NOT the website number) and write it on the
first page
c. Type the scores into the sheet
d. This is best achieved by one person stapling and looking after the papers and
one person typing. The person with the paper simply calls out the number
for their partner to type into the sheet (Set excel so the enter key movrs it
two the right) This si found in fil->options->advance)
e. Finally place the scores in the appropriate pile of SERCs. You should be
sorting them into the number order from part 4b. This makes point 5 easier
to complete.
f. Query any scores you find difficult to read by sending it back to the SERC to
have that number confirmed. It is best to do this as it can make a difference
later. (Make it clear what the correct score was by re-writing the number)
g. Keep the same person reading and the same person typing throughout.
5. The SERCs have now finished:
a. Swap seats, so the type and reader have swapped places
b. The person now at the computer goes to the WET SERC
c. The paperwork person now reads every mark out and they are then checked
that they have been entered correctly.
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6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

i. You can read them relatively quickly as the person at the computer
only needs to read the result and see that it is a match.
ii. It is recommended that you confirm you have them all correct after
each judge, though each scoring pair will have their own system and
every SERC is unique.
d. Repeat step 5c for the Dry SERC
You will have now been receiving the speed results
a. Keep the time slips in a pile and staple them in lane number order, and if the
heat number and event is not already on the slip add it now
b. For rope throw, 3 in would mean 3 people have got to the side, not 3 people
left in the water.
c. When entering the results make sure to put finished or the type of finished
for each of the teams. Mark any that did not start as a DQ.
d. Again one person type them all in and swap to check the result
Repeat number 6 for each of the speed events
You are now ready to print
Make sure you have macros enabled
Print the Competition Places page
Print enough copies for 1 per team and 1 per judge of the Competition Results page,
there is a button that will do this for you. Normally allow 3 extra copies for judges
Your job is now completed. Well Done!

The Day After The Competition
As the organizer, you must check every number entered into the spreadsheet once again.
This is a requirement of the rules. The ordered numbers should also help you when
completing the SERCS.
You msut send the sheets to league@bulsca.co.uk within 2 days of your competittions with
the heading completed, these results do not need to be checked.
When you are happy you have checked every number, send the result and a description of
any errors that were found and the effect these had, to league@bulsca.co.uk within 8 days
of your competition. Attached to that e-mail, along with the checked spreadsheet, there
should be a copy of the SERCs plans for your competition.
Club really do appreciate when this is done quickly, especially when competitions are close
together, as it helps them confirm their results and plan their training sessions.
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